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The quantitative-qualitative measure of information as given by Bells and 
Guiasu is additive, the additivity being a modification of the additivity of 
Shannon's measure with due place for utilities of the scheme in this property. 
A characterization f Bells and Guia~u's measure depending upon the additivity 
postulate has been provided. The additivity can be relaxed, and there can be 
several ways of choosing anonadditive law in place of additivity. Starting from a 
particular type of nonadditivity relation we characterize a measure of nonadditive 
"useful" information, which may be considered as a quantitative-qualitative 
measure corresponding to the ttavrda-Charvat-Vajda-Dardczy entropy of 
degree/3. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Cons ider ing  t ransmi t ted  signals of a communicat ion  system as random 
abstract  events, the quant i tat ive aspect of in format ion is developed based 
upon the probabi l i t ies of occurrence of these events. For  such a discrete system, 
an information scheme may be represented in the form 
P l ,  P~ .... , P ,  
where d ° = (E 1 , E~ ..... E,~) is the family of events with respect o some random 
exper iment and ~ = (Pl  , Pz ,-.., P~), ~i=1'~ Pi ----- 1, is the probabi l i ty distr ibution 
defined over it. 
Shannon's  measure of information (Shannon and Weaver, 1949) for the 
information scheme (1.1) is given by 
i I (~)  = pi  logp i ,  z~ Pi = 1. (1:2) 
i=1  i= l  
Th is  quant i ty,  in some sense, measures the amount  of in format ion conta ined 
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in the scheme. However, this measure does not take into account the effectiveness 
or importance of the events. This is so because (1.2) depends only on the 
probabilities associated with the events of the information scheme. In a practical 
situation of probabilistic nature, quite often subjective considerations get involved 
with the study. These considerations take into account the effectiveness of 
the outcomes. Motivated by this idea, Belis and Guiasu (1968) introduced a 
"utility distribution" q.[ = (u 1 , u 2 ,..., un) , where each u i is a nonnegative real 
number accounting for the utility of the occurrence of the ith event, with the 
probability scheme ~.  
As a consequence, studies may be based on what may be called the "Utility 
Information Scheme" given by 
S*  ~ Ul ' U2 ' " "  Un / ~ 
P l ,P2  .... ,P~ J 
(1.3) 
It is worthwhile to mention here that the utility u i of an event is in general 
independent of its probability of occurrence P i • 
The "quantitative-qualitative" measure of information (called "useful 
information" by Guia,su and Picard, 1971) for the utility information scheme 
(1.3), as obtained by Bells and Guiasu (1968), is given by 
I (~;  ~)  = - - i  u ip i l °gP i ,  u i~O,  ip i -= l "  (1.4) 
/=1 i=1 
It  may be observed that I(qd; ~)  reduces to (1.2) when the utilities are all 
ignored (which can be achieved by taking ui = 1 for each i). 
In a recent work Sharma, Mohan, and Mitter (1977b) have suggested some 
applications of (1.4) in the analysis of business and accounting data, by assigning 
utilities to the items in a balance sheet, so as to represent the user's preference 
pattern associated with the accounting names. It has been discussed there in 
some detail that this approach seems to be largely free from one of the deficiencies 
that led to criticism of Lev's approach (Lev, 1968). 1 Recently, Sharma, Nfohan, 
and Mitter (1977a)and Sharma and Mohan (1978, 1978a) obtained moments of 
a maximum likelihood estimate of (1.4). Applications of measure (1.4) have also 
been made recently in the Theory of Questionnaires by Guia,su and Picard 
(1971), Picard (1972), and Bouchon (1976). In support of the role that "useful 
average code length" in the work of Guiasu and Picard (1971) may find, Longo 
1 Lev has suggested the use of Shannon's measure of information (1.2) in measuring 
the loss of information due to aggregation i financial statements. One of the basic 
criticisms (see Bernhardt and Copeland, 1970; Horowitz and Horowitz, 1976) in applying 
Lev's approach is that all items in a balance sheet are given equal importance irrespective 
of their accounting names. 
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(1976) has given a variety of interesting interpretations, for some well-suited 
practical situations. The utility information scheme imbued with operational 
insight is likely to prove more applicable to other areas also. Interestingly, 
the first applications of information theoretic oncepts in the Theory of Games 
have come about using measure (1.4) only (see Guia~u, 1970). 
Coming back to (1.2), the Shannon measure is additive in the sense that 
~(~,~)  = s(.~) + ~(~), 
n 
where ~=(P l ,Pe , . . . , P~) ,  O<pi <~ 1,Zi=lPi-~ 1; 
0 < qj ~< 1, ~2j=1 qJ = 1; and 
(1.5) 
= (q l ,  q~ .... , q . , ) ,  
A modification of (1.5) for utility schemes would require defining the utility 
distribution associated with the product distribution -~*~ in terms of the indivi- 
duaI utility distributions associated with ~ and .~, respectively. Let ~ = 
(u 1 , u 2 ..... u~) and ~F" = (vl, v 2 .... , v~) be the utility distributions associated 
with ~ and 2, respectively. Then, if 
is the utility distribution associated with ~*~,  it can easily be seen that (1.4) 
satisfies 
i(gg.$/-; ~ ,~)  = ~7i(o2~; )  + ~7I(¢/'; ~), (1.6) 
where 
~/ -~- ~ uiPi, and S7 = ~ vNj. 
i=1 j=l 
With ever increasing applications of the informational approach, subaddifivity 
rather than additivity is becoming an acceptable basis. In social, psychological, 
chemical, and biological systems additivity does not quite prevail (this is probably 
not true for rational, logical, and mechanical systems). For instance, in chemical 
systems a catalytic agent plays a role that cannot be accounted for by considering 
the additivity of the effects of individual reactions only. In biological systems the 
interactions between various drugs call for nonadditivity of the individual 
effects. The same is true of the interactions between treatments at various levels 
in the design of experiments. Our decision-rnaking process has therefore to 
consider a suitable model based on a suitable modification of additivity. We 
consider one such simple model. 
Various generalizations of (1.2) satisfying the nonadditivity relation 
I (~*~)  = [ (~)  + i(Z) + K " / (~)  • I(~), 
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where K is some constant, have been studied by Havrda and Charvat (1967), 
Vajda (1968), Dar6czy (1970), Sharma and Mittal (1975), and Picard (1976). 
A study of the nonadditive generalization of (1.6) has been made recently by 
Emptoz (1976). 
The purpose of this paper is to give an axiomatic haracterization of the 
"useful information" depending upon property (1.6) and a generalization of 
this property, to which we have referred as the nonadditivity property. In 
Section 2, we characterize (1.4) for the generalized form of utility information 
scheme (1.3), for which ~in__l p~ ~ 1. In Section 3, a nonadditivity property is 
formulated, and a measure of "useful" information satisfying that property has 
been characterized. The nonadditive measure is the counterpart of the Havrda- 
Charvat-Vajda-Dardczy nonadditive generalization of Shannon measure, and 
contains a parameter. 
2. MEASURE OF USEFUL INFORMATION 
The occurrence of a single event removes a double uncertainty, the quantita- 
tive one related to its probability of occurrence p and the qualitative one related 
to its utility u with respect o some goal. Thus the useful information provided 
by the occurrence of the event must be a function of both variables p and u. 
To indicate this, we denote useful information, conveyed by an event whose 
probability of occurrence isp and utility is u, by I(u; p). 
We now determine the form for I(u; p) under the following two postulates: 
p-1 (ADDITIVITY). Given two independent events El ,  Ee with probabilities 
P l ,  P2 and utilities u 1 , u 2 , their joint occurrence with probability PiP2 and 
utility ulu 2 provides useful information which is a sum of two parts, each part 
being the useful information conveyed by one event multiplied by the utility 
of the other, i.e., 
/(UlU2 ; PlP2) = Ug.I(Ul ;Pl)  Dr_ Ul/(U2 ' P2), (2.1) 
whereu i>O,O <p i  ~<1 fo r i=  1,2. 
p-2 (NoNNECATIVlTY). The measure of useful information with positive 
utility is nonnegative, and no useful information is conveyed by the ocurrence 
of an event which is sure to occur whatever its utility be, i.e., 
I(u;p) ~0 for all u>0,  0 <p ~ 1, 
and 
I(u; p) = 0 whenever p = 1. (2.2) 
TrIEOREM 2.1. The useful information I(u; p) conveyed by the occurrence of 
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a single event with probability p and utility u (u > O, 0 < p <~ 1) 
Postulates p-1 and p-2 can be only of the form 
I(u; p) = - -ku logp, 
where k is an arbitrary nonnegative constant. 
Proof. Since ulu 2 =/= O, from (2.1) we get 
I(uxu~ ; P~P2) _ I(ul ; Pl) @ f(u2 ; Pz) 
UlU 2 Ul U 2 
or  





I(u~ ; Pl) = f lU1  log u, + c2u ~ log p~, Pl > 0, ul > 0, (2.6) 
where q and c 2 are constants as specified earlier. 
Finally, invoking p-2, it follows from (2.6) that q = 0 and c 2 is a nonpositive 
arbitrary real number, say c 2 =- -k ,  where k is an arbitrary nonnegative 
constant. 
Thus we get 
I(ul , Pl) = --kUl l°gPl 
or  
I(u, p) = --ku logp, since u 1 , Pl are arbitrary. | 
and hence 
where 
F(ul ; Pi) ----- I(ul ; p~)/u~ for all i = 1, 2. 
Now letting F(ui ; Pi) = G(log ui ; log P0 for i = 1, 2, we can rewrite (2.4) as 
G(log ulu 2 ; logplp~ ) = G(log ul ;  logpl) + G(log u2 ; logp2 )
or  
G(log u 1 + log u2 ; logpl + logp2 ) = G(log u~ ; logp~) -+- G(log u S ; logp2 ). (2.5) 
The solution of (2.5) under the nonnegativity postulate (see Acz61, 1966, 
p. 215) is given by 
G(togu 1 ; logpl  ) = q logu 1 q- c 2 logpl ,p l  > 0, u 1 > 0, 
where q and c2 are arbitrary constants uch that G is nonnegative. 
Thus 
F(u l ;P l )  =q l°gu  1+c 21ogp, ,p l  >0,  ul >0,  
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We refer to (2.3) as useful self-information conveyed by an event whose 
probability of occurrence is p and utility is u (p, u =# 0). 
Remarks. In deriving the above result, we have taken u i > 0. This was 
to avoid the obvious mathematical complexities because of the presence of 
log u in the proof. However, if (2.1) is supposed to hold also for u 1 or u 2 equal to 
zero, then (2.3) remains valid for u = 0, which conforms with the information 
theoretical interpretation that an event with zero utility has no useful information. 
In Theorem 2.1, we obtained a measure of useful information conveyed by 
the occurrence of a single event E of a given utility information scheme. Now, 
we derive an expression for I (~;  ~) ,  the useful information conveyed by the 
utility information scheme (1.3). The measure of information is, however, 
assumed to depend upon the probability and utility of the events and not upon 
the events as such. We derive the expression for I(~g; ~)  under the following 
set of postulates for the generalized utility information schemes, viz., 
S= ul , u2,..., un = q[ , ui > O, O < p~ <<. l, p i l l ,  (2.7) 
P l ,  P2 ,'", Pn ~ i=1 
and 
T = 73 1 , 73 2 , . . . ,  v m = 
ql, q2 ,"', q,~ L ~J  
where 
v j>0,0<qj~<l ,~ q j~ I, (2.8) 
j= l  
10-1 ' (ADDIT IV ITY) .  
following holds 
where 
~Pi+ ~ q j~ l .  
i=1 j= l  
Given the utility information schemes S and T, the 
i (~ ,~;  ~,~) = ~i(~; ~) + qTi(~; a), (2.9) 
~*~ = {u~vj I u~ e q /A  v~ e ~}, 
~*-~ = {Piq~ ] P ie  ~ ^ qj e ..~}, 
and 
Off, ~__ u iP i  i ,  ~ ~" v ie ]  qJ " 
i=l  1=1 = 
P-2' (NoNNEGATIVITY). I(~'; ~) is nonnegative and vanishes whenever 
degenerates, i.e., it is of the type (0, 0,..., 0, I, 0,..., 0). 
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P-3' (MEAN VALUE). For the utility information schemes S and T, the 
useful information conveyed by the information scheme S t3 T is given by 
I (S  u T) -- (~L~ P3 I(S) + (Z?=~ q~) I (T)  , (2.10) 
Zi\l Pi + Zj~I q5 
where I (S)  = 1(9[; ~),  I (T )  = I(~/F; .~), and 
[EI,Ez, 
. . . ,E , , ,Fa,F2, . . . ,F ,~]  
S k.) T ~ u 1 ,  u 2 , . . .  u n ,  v I , v 2 . . . ,  v m [ .  
Pl , P2 ,'.', P~ , ql , q2 ,'", q~ J 
THEOREM 2.2. The useful information conveyed by the utility information 
scheme S satisfying Postulates P- I '  to P-3' is given by 
I(~'; ~)  ~- - -k uipi log Pi Pi , 
i=1 = 
where k is an arbitrary nonnegative constant. 
Proof. We may consider 
S = S~ w S 2 w S 3 ... u S~, 
u~ > 0, ~ pC ~< 1, (2.I1) 
/=1 
S i= ui , p i>O,  i=  1,2,...,n. (2.12) 
kPiJ 
The Postulates P- I '  and P-2' for S i reduce to Postulates p-1 and p-2, respectively, 
and therefore from Theorem 2.1 we have 
I(Si) = --kui logpi ,  i = 1 .... , n, 
where h is an arbitrary nonnegative constant. It now follows from Postulate 
P-3' that 
Z(9~; ~)  = I (S  1 u S 2 "" u S,) 
= --k uipi log pi Pi . | 
i~1  = 
n 
Remarks. I f  ~]i=~ Pi = 1, i.e., if the information scheme is complete, then 
(2.11) reduces to the Bells and Guia~u measure (1.4). Moreover, by fixing the 
units of useful information, the constant k can be determined. Thus if we take 
I(1; ½-) = 1, then k = l(log2 2), and 
1(9[; ~)  = - -~  uip~ log2 Pi . (2.13) 
i=1 
where 
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As is usual, we define 0 log 0 & 0, and with this convention, measure (2.11) 
is defined even when some probabilities in a distribution ~ take the value zero. 
3. GENERALIZED USEFUL INFORMATION 
In the previous section, we characterized the measure of useful informa- 
tion, based upon the additivity relation (1.6). A generalized additive useful 
information measure has also been suggested and used recently by Gurdial and 
Pessoa (1977). One may be interested in investigating the measure of useful 
information based upon some nonadditivity relation. Various generalizations 
of (1.6) can be called nonadditivity relations, but we consider the one given by 
I(q/*¢/'; N*~)]= ~I(~//; .~) + q7I(3¢~; ~) + KI(ql; ~)  -1(¢/'; Q), (3.1) 
where K is an arbitrary constant. Obviously, if K = 0, then (3.1) reduces to 
(1.6). 
In order to determine the form of "generalized useful information" based 
upon the nonadditivity relation (3.1), the additivity postulate P'! is replaced by 
the following nonadditivity postulate. 
P-I (NONADDITIVITY). Given two independent events El,  E~ with probabili- 
ties Pl,  P~ and utilities u 1 , us, their joint occurrence with probability PlP~ and 
ut!l~.ty ulu 2 provides useful information, given by 
I(uluz ; PIP2) = ufl(u, ; Pl) q- ulI(u2 ; Pz) q- KI(u~ ; p~) " I(u~ ; P2), 
where ui > O, 0 < Pi ~< 1, and K =/= 0 is an arbitrary constant. 
(3.2) 
THEOREM 3.1. The useful information I(u; p) conveyed by the occurrence of 
an event with probabihty p and utility u (0 < p <~ 1, u > O) satisfying continuity 
w.r.t, its arguments, Postulates P-I, p-2, and the condition 
can be only of the form 
I(1; ½) = 1, (3.3) 
I(u; p) = u { 2_ ~ _1  1 
where c =~ 0 is an arbitrary constant. 
Proof. Since ulu2 ~ O, we have from (3.2), 
F(ulu2 ;PIP2) = F(ul ;Pl) @ F(u2 ;P2) + KV(ul ; pl)F(u2 ;p~), 
(3.4) 
KvL0, (3.5) 
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where 
F(u; p) = I(u; p)/u. (3.6) 
We rewrite (3.5) as 
H(Xl @ x2 ; Yl @ Yz) ~ H(Xl ;Y l ) "  H(x2 ;Y2), (3.7) 
where xi = Iog  ui, y~- = log p~, for i, j = 1, 2, and 
H(x; y) ~- 1 4- Ke-~I(e~; eY), K ~ 0 (x, y e R). (3.8) 
Then it follows from the continuity assumption, (3.7), and (3.8) itself that 
H(x; y) is positive. Indeed, by (3.7) we have 
H(x; y) = [H(x/2; y/2)] 2 >~ 0 (x ~> O, y ~> 0). (3.9) 
I t  is welI known that every solution of (3.9) is either evervavhere or nowhere 0 
(for nonnegative arguments). The first possibility is excluded by (3.8), so 
H(x;y) > 0 for x ~ 0, y >~ 0. This can easily be extended to x < 0 and 
y < 0 by H(0; y) = H(x; y) .  H(--x; 0) and H(x; O) = H(x; y)" H(0; --y), 
respectively. 
Thus from (3.7) we have 
where 
L(x 1 @ x2 ; Yl @ Y2) = L(xx ; Yl) -{- L(x2 ; Y2), 
L(x; y) = log H(x; y), x, y E R. 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
The continuous olution of (3.10) (see Acz~l, 1966) is 
L(xl ;Yl) = qx~ -k c2y~ , (3.12) 
where q ,  c~ are arbitrary constants. 
Now it follows from (3.12), (3.11), and (3.8) that the continuous olution to 
(3.2) is 
/ (Ul  " p l  ) U 1 u lPa ' - - I  ' K ' K :~ 0, (3.13) 
where q , c 2 are arbitrary constants. (In fact c 2 and K are of opposite sign as 
follows from the normality used below.) 
Now using Postulate p-2 in (3.13) we get q = 0, and thus we have 
, Ul ; ,1 ,  = K =/= 0. (3.14) 
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Invoking condition (3.3), (3.14) gives K ~ 2 -e~ - -  1, and thus 
I I(ul ;Pl) = ul "2_~__ 1 " 
Clearly, since K v a 0, ce must be different from zero. As u 1 , P l ,  Ca are arbitrary, 
we have thus proved that 
I (u;p) =u 2 -e -1  ' u >0,0  <p ~< 1, 
where c ~ 0 is an arbitrary constant. | 
Measure (3.4) is expected to give the additive self-information (2.4) when the 
constant K of (3.2) tends to zero, i.e., when c -+ 0. To maintain the convention 
in the existing literature, it is desirable to take c = ~ --  1, so that additivity 
can follow when ~ ---> 1. Thus we have 
l p~-I __ 1 } I (u ;p )  =u 21-~-1  ' u > o ,p  > o, ~ ~ l, (3.15) 
and the nonadditivity postulate (3.2) then takes the form 
I(ulu2 ; PaPa) ~ uf l (u,  ; Pa) + ulI(u2 ; Pz) + ( 21-~ - -  1) I (u,  ; pl) " I(u 2 ;P2), 
ui > O, pi > O, ~ v~ 1. (3.16) 
We refer to (3.15) as the generalized useful self-information of degree ~, conveyed 
by an event whose probability of occurrence is p and utility is u (p, u > 0). 
To indicate the presence of a parameter ~, we denote this expression by 
I"(u; p). Further, by the same arguments a given in the remarks following 
Theorem 2.1, we may include the case ui ~- 0 also, taking I~(0, p) = 0. 
Now we determine the nonadditive form of useful information for the 
generalized utility information scheme (1.3). We do it by taking Postulates 
P-2', P-3', and the following two postulates, of which the first is nonadditivity 
and the second defines the unit. 
P- I '  (NONADDITIVITY). For the generalized utility information schemes S 
and T, the following holds: 
I(q/*¢/'; ~*~)  = ~7I(~//; ~)  + ~I (~;  ~) + (21-~ - -  1) I (~;  ~)  " I (~;  ~); 
v~ 1, (3.~7) 
where 
~'*~= {uivj ] u~ e ~ ^ vj ~ ~},  
~*-~ = {PiqJ ] Pi ~ ~ ^ q~ ~ "~}, 
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and 
oy = i uiPi /~ p, ,  ~ = i v~q,/~ qj. 
i=i  i j= l  j 
P- I I '  (UNIT). Two equally likely events both having unit utility convey 
a unit amount of useful information, i.e., 
I(1, 1; ½, ½) = 1. (3.18) 
THEO~M 3.2. The nonadditive useful information conveyed by the utility 
information scheme S satisfying the Postulates P-I',  P- IF,  P-2', and P-3' can be 
only of the form 
1) 
-- 1) Z~=l P i  ' 
n 
c~ v~ 1, ~p~ ~ 1. (3.19) 
i= l  
Proof. Considering as earlier 
where 
S=SIU. . .uSn,  
$1= Ui , p~>O, i= l ,  2,...,n, 
Pi 
Postulates P- I '  and P-2' for Si reduce to Postulates P- I  and p-2, respectively. 
Then from result (3.14) of Theorem 3.1, we have 
I~(Si) = u~ l Pi~ -- I K # 0, for i = 1, 2,..., n, (3.20) 
where c is an arbitrary constant. 
Thus it follows from Postulate P-3' that 
E~=~ u~p~(Pi ~ - -  1) , i Pe ~ 1, K 7 ~ 0, (3.21) I~(~; ~)  = K(EL  ~ P~) ~=~ 
where c is an arbitrary constant. 
Invoking Postulate P-IY, (3.21) gives K = 2 -c - -  1. Clearly since K ~ 0, 
c must be different from zero. Thus we have 
i~,(~z; ~)  = ~i~1 ui_p~(P, ~-- 1) k 
(Zi~=I p,)(2 -* - -  1) ' P' ~< 1, c ~ 0. (3.22) 
i=1 
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Following arguments analogous to those for obtaining (3.15) we must choose 
c ---- a - -  1, and thus we finally obtain 
I~(#d; ~)  = ~=~ uiPi(P~-I - -  1) ~ pi ~ 1, ~ ~ 1. | (3.23) 
(21-- 1 ~ ' - ) (G=~ P3  ,=1 
I f  Z~=I Pi = 1, i.e., when ~ is complete, then (3.23) reduces to 
i~(¢; ~)  = ~¢L1 u,p,(P~ -1 - -  1) (21-~ --  1) , e~ ~= 1, (3.24) 
which is the useful nonadditive information corresponding to the entropy of 
degree a, studied by Havrda and Charvat (1967), Vajda (1968) and Dardczy 
(1970). We call (3.24) the generalized useful information of degree ~. 
It will be noted that 
l imI~(~; ~)  = - -~  uipi logpi,  
i=1 
which is measure (2.13). 
It will also be noted that I=(~; ~)  vanishes if at least one of ui or Pi is zero 
for every i. This means that no useful information is supplied by a utility 
information scheme in which possible events are useless. Thus in order to have 
a nonvanishing measure of useful information, some possible events must be 
useful in the scheme. The convexity and branching properties of I~(°R; £~) were 
established recently by Sharma, Mohan, and Mitter (1978). In a recent work, 
Sharma and Mohan (1978b) obtained expressions for the mean and variance of 
an m.l.e, of Is(a//; ~). Also, recently, Mohan and Mitter (1978) derived some 
bounds for I (~;  ~)  and I~(~; ~). 
The additive form (1.6) is a limiting case of the nonadditive form (3.17), 
and the parameter a controls the contribution of the nonadditive factor in 
Postulate P-I'. Various other interpretations to a can be given. The following 
is interesting from applicative point of view. 
If  we consider the ensemble of events E i , probabilities Pi ,  and utilities u,- 
as a cybernetic system E i I ui I Pi (see Belis and Guia,su, 1968), then one can 
interpret he parameter c~ as a flexibility parameter or as a preassigned number 
associated with different cybernetic systems. For instance, two cybernetic 
systems with the same set of E i , u i ,  Pi may have different useful information 
(with respect o the same goal) for two different values of ~. The parameter o~ 
may represent an environment factor, such as temperature, humidity. In a recent 
work Sharma, Mohan, and Dev (1976) have interpreted the parameter a as the 
parameter of "information consciousness" in aggregating financial accounts~ 
Some applications of useful information have been pointed out in the beginning 
of the paper. Applications of generalized useful information in information_ 
theory need to be explored further. 
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